Underglazes

*Concepts are hybrid underglazes with glaze ingredients, intended for use on bisque. Do not use Duncan Concepts on greenware!
When you buy ...

1-5 @

6-11 @

12+ @

2oz ............................ $3.95.......... $2.96.......... $2.37

When you buy ...

1-5 @

6-11 @

12+ @

8 oz.......................... $9.95.......... $7.46.......... $5.97
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CN012.........Bright Straw

CN142.........Bright Aqua

CN244.........Really White
 CN253.........Black

CN362.........Ivory

CN022.........Bright Saffron

CN151.........Light Blue Spruce

CN052.........Bright Tangerine

CN181.........Light Kiwi

CN261.........Light Grape

CN502.........Neon Blue

 CN074.........Really Red

CN182.........Bright Kiwi

CN292.........Bright Purple

CN504.........Neon Orange

CN081.........Light Wine

CN201.........Light Grey

CN293.........Dark Purple

CN505.........Neon Green

CN112.........Bright Delft Blue

CN202.........Bright Grey

CN302.........Bright Caribbean

CN507.........Neon Red

CN113.........Dark Delft Blue

CN221.........Light Blush

CN313.........Dark Ginger

CN141.........Light Aqua

CN232.........Bright Briarwood

CN343.........Dark Pink

CN501.........Neon Yellow

 Gallons are available.
Call us for prices.

Spectrum Underglaze Base
Make your own underglazes! This underglaze has some frit in it, which acts as a flux to help the
stain be a compatible fit with either greenware or bisque. It aslo has various additives which keep
the frit and stain suspended and makes it brush on smooth and easy. It is lead free, non-toxic,
and dinnerware safe when covered by a dinnerware safe clear glaze. To get similar colors as the
500 series Underglazes, it is recommended that you mix 1 part dry powder stain to 2 parts wet
Underglaze Base by weight. For example, if you put a half pint (8 oz or 228 gms) of SP1050 in a
container, you should mix 114 gms of stain with the base. This is only a GENERAL guideline since
the strengths of different stains vary and you should test your colors. Be aware that this can go up
to cone 10 -- but it will flux and flow at this higher temperature.
SP1050.4............................. 4oz ..................................................$4.50

SP1050.............................. Pint ............................................... $11.00

Catalog prices change over time. For the most current prices call us or visit our website.

underglazes & Overglazes

Duncan Concepts
Versatility and ease of use make Duncan Concepts ideal for artists of all levels. One coat allows for translucent design work, and several
coats provide solid color coverage. Concepts can be used with a wide variety of decorating techniques, including majolica. Designed for use
with CN2000D Concepts Dipping Glaze, IN1001 Brushing Clear or 26398 Pure Brilliance glazes. Fire between cone 06 - cone 6, however we
recommend testing for color shifts when firing to cone 6. See page 40 for clear glazes. Quantity discounts apply on multiples of the same
item
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